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About This Game
As a soul transitioning into the afterlife, Senza Peso shepherds you on a spiritual journey through a beautiful and foreboding
dark world of lost souls and redemption.
In this VR adaptation of the short film mini-opera by Cory Strassburger & Alain Vasquez, you become the protagonist and
personally experience the metamorphosis from death to eternity.
This is an enhanced re-release of the highly regarded 2014 VR experience that has been a go-to showpiece for many in the VR
community.
______
Viewer Comments:
"dudes.. we need more of such spiritual experiences! nobody has words for how impressive this mini opera is.” - KrisTiasMusic
"Majestic. As. Fuck.” -p1mpslappington
"Killing it as usual mind blowing work People! That's now three of the most memorable VR experiences!” - HAWKEYE481
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Title: Senza Peso
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Kite & Lightning
Publisher:
Kite & Lightning
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1 64 bit or newer
Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 equivalent or greater
Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I don't think the Adventure or Casual tags belong here, but this is a great little 3d video. The term opera fits for everything but
its length which is sadly only a few minutes. Definatly worth a look.. Free and very short, better than any ride in theme parks..
Surprisingly good dreamlike experience for free.
I'd say it's low-medium intensity with lower speeds motion along 1 or 2 axis at once and no forced rotations.
If you are not extremely prone to motion sickness you will enjoy it.. very nice experience, loved the music. What a wonderful
experience! Not a game. More like a poem.... Loved every moment of this beautiful experience.. This is more of a music video
than a game, but its very well done. It's free, give it a try. Just know its an on rails ride before you start and its well worth the 10
min to finish it.. Awesome little look at what we still have in store as early vr adopters on pc. Must watch!. It was very nice!
Considering it's free :)
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I love VR experiences that take you out of your normal world and this is one of the best. I am not an opera fan, but this is really
up there with the top VR astonishing visits. Highly recommended.. Nice short experience with no actual negative aspects.
[+] Nice visuals.
[+] Nice ambiance.
[] Relatively short
[] No interaction.
[] Will definitively be part of the VR experiences demonstrates to family colleagues and friends!
Experienced on: Oculus Rift with Touch on Windows 10 64-bit using Intel i7-960 paired with 12GB RAM and a pair of 780
GTX’S in SLI.
. It's short, weird, trippy, the music is nice and it is free,I can't critisise something that people have taken the time to create and
ask nothing in return.. Short, but cool VR experience for free. ;). Amazing! The realistic rendering of the actors was impressive
as well. Very cool experience!. If J.J. Abrams was to take ecstasy before attending an opera this would be his experience. No
idea what was going on, but it sure is a trip worth checking out.. Bring your own drugs.... You won't need much though, cause
Senza Peso provides you with plenty... More of my friends said 'WOW!' from this than anything else i showed them. FACT!
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